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in regard to air, always pass with equal velocities, no matter the word into benzole, and this he accoc-dingly did.

what their densities may be.

This holds good for all gases.

It was

thus tha t the word benzole was first introduced into our Ian·

striking little blows here, there, anywhere, at any object
within reach.

The action of a strong mind may be compared

The French writers adhered to Mit�cherlich's origi- to the stonebreaker's sledge hammer, dea:ing stubborn blows
presence of matters foreign to it, floating in it or intimately nal nome, and in their dictionaries we find the word benzine, successively upon one spot till the hard rock cracks and
Now, as the density of a medium may be affected by the

mingled with it, while its elasticity may remain unaffected,
it follows that the rapidity with which sound is conveyed
will be influenced by the prtsence or absence of such foreign
matters.

guage.

wbile the English have adopted Liebig's proposition, and

speak of benzole.

We should have been spared much confu-

When this command over thought has

been

acquired

sion if Faraday's original name had been retained by all par- through the long exercise of resolute will, the power to ar

Tyndall, in his first lecture on "Sound" speaks of ties.

thunder peals as not penetrating the a i r to a distance' com

yields.

range ideas and to think systematically will come with it,

It will thus be seen that, at the out�et, benzole and benzine

and no thinking amounts to much unless it is systematic.

mensurate with thdr intensity, on account of the non-homo meant identically the same thing, but after the discovery of Thi�, then, may be con�idered as the second important ac·
geneous character of the atmosphere attending such storms. petroleum it was observed by chemists that the native rock
In the same lecture he shows how, in the presence of hydro

oil was quite a different substance from the coal tar product

gen which, equally elastic, is less dense than air, the velocity of the gas house.
of sound will be much greater than in pure air; and how

The various hydrocarbons which can be

distilled from petroleum have a different chemical composi-

quirement in the art of thinking.

The power to classify and arrange ideas in proper order is
one that comesmore or less slowly to even the best of minds.

In proportion as this faculty is strengthened, desultory and

this velocity is reduced by the presence of carbonic acid, tion, and vary in specific gravity and properties from the coal wasted effort diminish.

which is denser than air though possessing the same elasti tar products.

When the mind acts, it acts to some

Benzole has a fixfld molecular composition; it purpose, and can begin where � left off without going over

is a true chemical compound, as much so as alcohol or water; the whole ground again to take up the threads of its ratioci

city.

We have here sufficient reason for the assertion that, when its properties have been fully studied and described, so that

nations.

On the other hand, the

Concentration and system are thus seen to be the chief ele

of the sound, and the non-homogeneous character of the me· distillation of petroleum are of a mixed and indefinite char-

watchfulness to detect the least wandering and the immedi·

the air in an auditorium becomes vitiated by the breathing

on this point no doubts need prevail.

To cultivate the first, constant

of many occupants, the increased density affects the velocity

volatile substances which come over during the fractional ments in the art of thinking.

dium must interfere more or less with the extent to which

acter, and it is difficult for chemists to ag-ree upon a definite a te exertion of the will to call back a n d hold the mind upon

enunciation of any new law.

cU3tomary in the United States to call the liquid which has

sound will reach; all this without any new discovery or the specific gravity, boiling point, etc.
Inasmuch as sound is thus im

peded, it will be less and less interfered with if the air is the specific gravity of
kept pure by perfect ventilation.

62'

65'

to

By degrees it has become

Baume

(=0'73) benzine;

the

But what is the new dis· lighter hydrocarbons are called naphtha, rhigoline, and chy-

the subject under consideration should be vigilantly exer
cised.

To secure the latter, the practice of analyzing and

considering the diff erent parts of a subject, first separately

and then in their relations to each other, is a discipline to

mogpne; the latter is condensed by pumps and is used for which every young mind should be subjected, and whir.h, we

covery?
If we understand the author, who does not make himself
very clear in his enunciation of it, it is that carbonic acid is
poison to sound as it is poison to life.

an ice machine.

This class

of liquids

differ considerably

from the true benzole of coal tar; the latter has a specific

In other words that gravity of

0'85, and

freezes at

37'

Fah.

The light oils

are sorry to say, is very much neglected in the methods of ill

s�ruction practiced in this country.

of

- ._.-

sound has some peculiarity that renders air, independent of petroleum have never been frozen, and their specific gravity
considerations of density and elastitity, a fitter medium for its

JAPANESE NATIVE STEEL.

is very low; any product of the distillation of petroleum hav-

Mr. G. D. Hamill, superintendant of the Imperial arsenal at
0'85 (that of benzole) would
be too thick to burn in a lamp and could only be used for lu. Tientsin, China, originally of New York State and now ou a
bricating purposes. The solvent properties of benzole and visit to this country, called upon us the other day, bringing

transmission than air mingled with watery vapor and car ing so great a specific gravity as
bonic acid.

The language used to express tvis supposed dis

covery will strike those familiar with acoustics as somewhat

benzine are analogous, though by no means identical; ben- with him a specimen of what is stated to be native steel
zole rapidly dissolves asphaltum while benzine scarcely at- found in J.tpan, several large deposits of which are reported
"The density of the air in those rooms is generally in an tacks it; benzole is a better solvent of resins; benzole is far to exist. He states that swords and other articles of cutlery
unhealthy state, heterogeneous ('I) to the nature of sound , superior to bimzine in carbureting air or gas for illuminating are forged directly from this metal, and that it has been re

peculiar, not to say ludicrous.

We will quote some of these

propositions:

and even to health itself."

* * *

Speaking of the echo in St. purposes.

Paul's Cathedral, London, thfl author says: "Now, if we
rest upon the assumption that a pure air, genial to sound,
guides the path of s)und, this mystery is solved at once.
Bad air, it is true, becomes much more dense, but the sub
stances of this air are poison to the vitality of the sound, as

The most marked difference between the two ex-

cognized as native steel by every Japanese to whom he has

by further treatment into aniline;

the truth of the reports concerning it. The speci;nen is high.

ists in the fact that benzole can be converted by nitric acid

into nitro.benzole, and

shown it, a circumstance which increases his confidence in

whereas benzine from petroleum is not thus acted upon, and

ly crystalline, resembling somewhat the pig hloom obtained

Benzine can be readily ignited at a distance, while benzole

true that large and accessible deposits of this material exist

cannot be employed in the manufacture of aniline colors.

in the Ellershausen process of iron manufacture.

If it be

must have the flame brought a little nearer; although it is in Japan, that country ha� in its possession an element of
that sound can only carry out its function when well sup volatile at all temperatures, and gives rise to explosive COlD- wealth the value of which can hardly be estimated.
Though not connected with this subject, we may remark
plied with liealthy and congenial air. If you notice the pounds. Benzole costs from six to eight times as much as
changes of sound in crowded houses, and follow its dimin benzine, according to the state of the market. Nearly all of that Mr. Hamill speaks discouragingly of the prospect of
well as to health, mind, lungs, and voice, and tbis proves

ishing state of existence, you will fi rst find its nature often the benzole of the world is sent to Germany to be there man- futUl'e progress in China. This peculiar people is hard to
ufactured into aniline, from which are subsequently made: arouse from the influence of the superstitions and prejudices
placed in a most uncomfortable position, not knowing which ,the favorite aniline colors. It will thus appear that although that obstruct civilization; while Japan, inhabited by the same

in tolerably good humor, then it becomes delirious, and is

way to turn; poi�()n on all sides; ever anxious to do its duty, benzine and benzole started into life meaning one and the
same thing, they have, in the course of time. come to be two

i ali of its natural vitality, it becomes disheartened, leaves

race, ani with a relig;on almost identical in its main fe%tures
to that of China, is shaking off the sleep of ages, and ad

Benzole is made from coal tar, vancing with marvellous rapidity.
Mr. Hamill speaks of the annual freshet in the region of
second, third etc., and at last, exhausted, looks up as high benzoic acid, and numerous other bodies, and can be convert.
as possible to gain rest, in the strata of warmer and more ed into anili-ne. Benzine comes from petroleum, is very light, Tientsin as unusually sevae this season. It has fl o oled the
flexible air, air more congenial to its nature,which is always cannot be frozen, and cannot be converted into aniline. We arsenal at that place, and work is suspended. On his return ,
its first battIe field, the pit, next the first gallery, then the widely different substances.

find from our foreign exchanges that the English, French,

found at the highest point."

"The theory advanced will also abolish sound boards over and German writers are beginning to recognize this distincpulpits; how is it possible that a sound board, even eight or tion, and it will be better for all parties to agree upon what
ten feet square or circular, should cause the sound to descend

boiling point, specific gravity,

leaving its open cage to �eek its liberty, pass the outlines of
reverse direction to that desired.

Forget not that sound is

composed of

84 per

"The heat will rise to those pal'ts (the ceiling) and invite

per cent hydrogen,

THE

ART

OF

THINKING.

Is thinking an art to be acquired?
dowed with the power of thought?

Are not all men en

Is there anything more

the sound to follow, and it does follow with force, and its necessary than for one to close his eyes and let his mind
have free course in order to think? To answer these ques

general diffu�ion throughout the church is lost."

In another place, tl}.e author speaks of sound rays follo Ning
"the most flexible air," and becoming " isolated and distinct
In

'Iheir fiehl of operation."

In still other places, h0 dwells

upon what he calls the "vitality" of sound, as though it

such

- .-.-

SCIENTIFIC

AND PRACTICAL

INF ORMATION.

DESTRUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC COLLECTIONS BY T HE CH ICAGO
FIRE.

Dr. J. W. Foster and Mr. William Stimpson, respectively
the President and Secretary of the Chicago Academy, have
circulated a report of the losses sus tained by their valuable

-.-.-

ments are a distinguished treatment, and it will resist every
�cience, but even art, is an approach t Jl hearing possible."
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bodies of diff er-ent origin, and having different uses.

of a nobler character than generally supposed; its require
infringement upon its dignity, and hence, not only through

cent carbon and

In America, therefore, benzole and benzin e mean different

us

facts as he may be able to obtain.

and chemical formula they

to the lower strata of air full of poison? never will its nature will adopt for benzine. Benzole contains about 92'5 per cent
consent to such unreasonable demands; no, it will, like a bird carbon and 7'5 per cent hydrogen; benzine is approximately
the sounding board to rise' to a higher sphere, in the very

this gentleman proposes to investigate the subject of the na

tive steel deposits in Japan, a n d to communicate to

tions, it is necessary to define what is meant by thought.
If day·dreaming, that act of mind in which thought roves
at random, purposeless and without effort, is thought, then
even the idiot thinks in his poor fashion.

Then are no rules

were a living entity that could be poisoned by a foul gas.

applicable to this sort of thinking.

But much indulgence

ions of the ill informed, and this by its false teachings.

pleasant labor rather than the luxurious ease of the mind.

institution in the late conflagration .

Among these are some

collections of national importance, such as that made by the
Audubon club, the

entomological collection of Mr. B. D.

Walsh, the illustrations of the natural history of Alaska"
the Smithsonian cru8tacea, and many others of more or less
importance.

With

characteristic energy and courage, th e

t�ustees have announced the intended reconstruction of the
buildings, and the recommencement of the publication of the
Transactions of the Academy.
The large genenl collection, illustrating American natural
history, was Olle of the most extensive and complete in thiR

But enough of quotation. What we have quoted, as well as in this kind of dreamy thinking weakens the mind and br:gets country, and great eff orts will be necessary to replace the
what we have said, shows that the author thinks, as Josh a mental laziness that is fatal to progress. I t benumbs all but specimens. Assistance from the museums of Europe, many
Billings quaintly says, he has discovered a new truth when the purely animal faculties and instincts. It is, therefor e, to of which have duplicates, may be relied on; Rnd similar in
he has only stumbled over an old one. That sound is some be deprecated in the strongest terms. It has proved and will stitutions in the United States would do well to help, with
what less audible in ill than in well ventilated rooms has yet prove the ruin of many a promising youth.
all their power, the noble collection of the Chicago Academy,
The kind of thought worthy the name, which strengthens
long been known, and the causes have also been known. The
now struggling to regain her position and renown among the
fancied cause, assigned by Mr. Saeltzer, is scarcely worth instead of weakening the mind, is what we mean when we almaJ matre8 of science in America.
writing a book about, a book that can only influence the opin speak of thinking as an art. This kind of thought is the
BOILER D EPOSITS.

M. P. Champion publishes the result of his investigation
into the causes of a boiler accident, in a sugar manufactory,
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BENZOLE AND BENZINE
thought under subjection to will. There has been a great which was originated by a deposit of carbonate of lime on
The utter impenetrability of'
So much confusion prevails, in consequence of the indis· deal said about t)}e importance of gaining mas tery over our the interior of the boilers.
criminate use of the words benzole and benzine, that it may animal passions, propensities, and emotions. Many an earn the carbonate of lime to water caused the burning of the
be proper to state what these substances really are, and in est prayer for help to conquer these fleshly lusts has been boiler plates. These boilers were fed with water both from
-.-.-

It is only perfect when under complete subjection to will.

The first great thing in learning to think is to bring

what particulars they differ, and in what they are alike.

breathed.

The fact is, however, that with minds trained to

the holders which at that time were used for conveying illu

It is unrestrained imagination that kindles the fires of pas

minating gas to private houses in London.

sion.

In the Y'lar 1825, Faraday discovered a peculiar liquid in perfect subservience, the passions can have but little sway.
He gave to it the

name of bicarburet of hydrogen, and published a pretty full
account of its properties.

Cool blood generally goes with cool heads.

an artesian well of great depth and from the condenser of the
engines. The water of condensation was free from the car

bonate, but the well water showed on boiling a considerable
deposit of it. On inspection, fatty matter was discovered in

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the fundamental im the feed tank; and with a view of investigating its effects,
How many a M. Champion prepared a concentrated solution of bicarbo

Nearly ten years afterwards, the portance of perfect command over thought.

student finds a lack of this power the chief hindrance to pro nate of lime, and added to it one drop of oil. On boiling,
How many a page must be re-read, how many a les the carbonate was precipitated, and it combined with the
the name benzine. Liebig reprinted Mitscherlich's article in son conned over and over to compensate for lapses of thought! fatty matter; and. when dried, it was absolutely impenetra
his" Annals," and in a foot note remarks that, as the termi In the possession or absence of this power over mind, lies ble to water, the ,oil doubtless giving it this resisting power.
nation ine is too suggestive of strychnine, quinine, etc., bodies the chief diff erence between mental strength and mental This is a new light on the subjeClt of boiler incrustation, and
Berlin chemist Mitscherlich produced the same

substance

from benzoic acid, and in allusion to its origin he proposed

gress!

with which it has no analogies, it would be better to change weakness.

,Some men think as a child plays with a hammer, deserves the attention of our engineers.
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Judging from the

